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Congratulations to all 2007 Hostos Authors!

Anthologies, books, reviews, scholarly journal and magazine articles, online journals, novels, short stories, published conference presentations and other creative works are some of the ways that faculty meet their professional responsibility to contribute value to the empirical knowledge base of our respective disciplines. We, as faculty, keep our schedules very busy with teaching, service, and the pursuit of scholarship. We must remember that it is equally important for us to loudly celebrate our successes and share with one another the kernels of our scholarship and teaching experiences. This small publication reflects only a portion of what we do, but it is with great pleasure that I offer Recognizing Faculty’s Research and Scholarship as an opportunity for the Hostos faculty to be recognized. I am eager to share your achievements of calendar year 2007 and look forward to learning about new publications and grants received in 2008. I wish you the best in all of your academic endeavors and extend my warmest wishes for another fruitful year.

Daisy Cocco De Filippis, Ph.D.
Provost and Senior Vice President
Division of Academic Affairs

Section I – Grants Awarded
2007 PSC-CUNY and Other Grants Awarded


Bencivenni, Marcella. Essay Project: Writing from the Left: The Voices of Italian Immigrant Radical Women in the United States, 1890-1930. PSC-CUNY.


Figueroa-Sánchez, Magali. *Bilingual Latino Community College Teacher Candidates*. PSC-CUNY.

Grindley, Carl. *The Black Death in Filmed Versions of Romeo and Juliet and Twelfth Night*. PSC-CUNY.

Kennedy, Eileen. *Emergent Writing in Bilingual Preschoolers*. PSC-CUNY.

Marks, Gregory. *The Turk’s Head*. PSC-CUNY.


Ovtcharenko, Vladimir. *Australian Ground Spiders*. PSC-CUNY.

---. *Biodiversity of Spiders of Dominican Republic*. CUNY-Caribbean Exchange Program.

Pimentel, Felipe. *Academic Prospects and Institutional Challenges for Puerto Rican and Latino Studies at The City University*. PSC-CUNY.


Trachman, Julie. *The LT UCR and its possible role in regulating LT expression in response to acid stress*. PSC-CUNY.

Zoe, Lucinda. *Information Literacy, Critical Thinking and
Section II – Publications

2007 publications by Hostos faculty and staff. This section has two parts. Part A lists articles by department, and part B lists books by department.

A. ARTICLES

Allied Health Sciences Department

Dental Hygiene


Behavioral and Social Sciences Department

Social Sciences/Society in Change


Public Administration


Business Department

Business


Education Department

Early Childhood


Education.

**English Department**

*Language and Literature*


---. “This one is a,” “Over the long time things talk us gently,,” “Found in abstraction is,” and “This one is for a pregnant.” *No Record* 1(2007): 2-3.


--- and **Kathleen Kane**. “Incorporating Unteachable Texts: American Renaissance Literature in English Composition.” *The Scholarship of Teaching: Faculty Development Through
Section V – Grant Applications Submitted
2007 submissions to PSC-CUNY or other granting agencies

Bencivenni, Marcella. Romantic Playboy or Political Revolutionary? John Reed in American Memory. PSC-CUNY.

Cicco, Gina. Attitudes Toward Computer-Based Instruction in Community College Students. PSC-CUNY.

Cocco De Filippis, Daisy. 40th Anniversary of Hostos Community College Lecture Series. The New York Council for the Humanities.


---. “Piers Plowman manuscript Cotton Caligula A.xi.” NEH Summer Stipend.

Hernández, Orlando. Hostos in New York: Publication of Critical Essays on His Work and Newly Recovered Writings. PSC-CUNY.

Lyons, Kate. Subject cataloging for video games: Building a new taxonomy. PSC-CUNY

Maldonado, Sonia. Identifying the learning preferences and demographic characteristics of Latino students placed on academic probation at Eugenio María de Hostos Community College. PSC-CUNY.

Marks, Gregory. Tales of War, Stories of Peace: The Fiction of Harry Sylvester. PSC-CUNY.

---. Serrano Scholars Program. Columbia University

Molina, Carlos. Perkins Grant.


Humanities Department


Modern Language


**Puerto Rican Studies**


**Language and Cognition Department**


**Mathematics Department**


**Natural Sciences**

**Biological Sciences**


**Steinberg-Neifach, O.,** Den, A., Naglik, R.J., Hohl, T., and Lue, N.F. (2007). Telomerase deficiency and virulence in


**Natural Sciences Department**

**Biological Science**


---, ----. (2007). Gene and protein expressions induced by 17-beta-estradiol and parathion in cultured breast epithelial


**B. BOOKS**

**Allied Health Sciences**

Radiologic Technology


**English Department**

Language and Literature


**Humanities Department**

**Modern Language**


